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A company called SOASTA, which dubbed itself a leader in cloud-based performance and performance testing has some news today about the release of its CloudTest platform-something that first allows functional testing automation for continuous multi-touch, gesture-based mobile applications. Multitouch, gestures, apps, and clouds are all in one thing-it-heaven-author
technology. Inside the news, though, is a couple of important trends, connected to the development of smartphones and tablet technology. SOASTA's technology is based on what it calls TouchTest, and the idea is to very accurately record and play all of the continuous touch gestures including pans, pinches, zooms, and scrolls that you may have up if you own an iDevice or
Android phone or tablet. The company argues that it previously used optical techniques that are not accurate enough to test this generation of mobile apps when this type of experiment has been tried, and that because its system lives inside the device itself, it can capture more details about the tiny movements of the user's fingertips, thus replacing fragile optical detection
approaches. Besides this it is a private cloud device system that allows you to use your devices now to test end-user experiences of real devices around the world. It is aimed at the company, mainly, so that employee devices can be used to populate testing applications, so there is a government console as well as a real application testing system. It's all very neat, and though
Apple's very hard-needed UI means it's rare to find an app with an interface that is terribly clumsy to interact with through touch, they definitely happen... And Android is renowned for having issues like this doddy among its apps. A testing environment like this will definitely let app designers hone their interfaces. Plus, when the apps were simple, they were only accessed by users
who numbered in 100 or 100,000, and not particularly critical (in terms of usage, whether it was business use or for more sensitive situations such as medical environments) then how the interface worked was not incredibly critical. But as the program's economy grows, more and more people are relying on programs to help them communicate, run their businesses, interact with
customers, diagnose medical conditions, and other much more significant uses. In these situations, having a detailed and responsive UI is vital to help the app work, or to keep and delight a customer, and the like. With pills finding more and more use in homes, businesses, and education–with 2012 as a likely year highlighted–we can also expect a lot more of these programs to
build news programs to the surface. As smartphones and handheld computers move into classrooms around the world, we may see the beginning of an educational revolution. How technology Unleash childhood creativity and transform the role of teacher. Courtesy of the App Store doesn't have time to flip through the whole newspaper, but want to still know on? youre not alone .
Most Americans turn to digital media for their news over newspapers, radio and even television, according to the Pew Research Center. Every day more apps and services are designed to consolidate the latest news into easy-to-use digital versions. One recent, Facebook paper app, has been getting a lot of buzz. It's beautifully designed, and provides the best of your personal
Facebook feed news as well as news from other categories, including top headlines, technoloy, pop culture and sports. Publish my collection paper on a mission: to find the best news collector for you! What I found was the best service providing great content that was personal and efficient to your needs. Here are a few I recommend: Top Design: Paper (Free App) In addition to
being visually pleasing, the Facebook paper app is great for exploring stories from your friends and news from around the world on your favorite topics. Now, the paper offers curated content by its editors, so you may get a lot of news from your favorite publishers like Time or The New York Times. Be careful if you already spend too much time on Facebook, this may take you down
the rabbit hole even more! Related: Apps you need to keep up with everything Olympic personal approach: Flipboard (free app) This stunning visual app is better at giving you control over the content you view. You can determine which resources you want, and hone closer in on topics that interest you. It's presented in magazine-style designs, so it feels organized and lets you be
your editor-in-chief. Smarter Discovery: Zite (free app) Zite has an impressive learning algorithm behind it, so the more you use it, more attuned it becomes to your tastes. While reading, you give stories a thumbs up or a thumbs down, so after a while you'll see more of what you want. You may end up with so much that you want to read that you have time to achieve it all. Try an
app like Pocket to save content later for offline reading. Related: Top organization apps to sort yourself Comedic and to the point: Skimm (free daily newsletter) missed the blue cooler chat for the day? No worries - the duo behind Skimm offer up worthy cocktail talk topics in easily digestible, conversational tones. You think you're chatting with your best friend, but you're really
getting the latest news highlights from former NBC News producers. One and Done: Yahoo's News Digest (free app) If you don't want to take the time to pick categories or choose your sources, Yahoo's News Digest does it for you. There is no customization, just a direct feed of what they know most Stories of the day. Twice a day, you are presented with about 10 news stories
selected from a hybrid algorithm, curated editorial approach. It seems as though the aggregator's new news is popping up every day – very soon we will need a collector to sum them all up! Tell us: How do you keep the news going? This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is entered on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find out more about this and similar content piano.io on this hand-picked page by a beautiful home editor. We may earn commissions on some items you choose to buy. They make your life a lot easier August 27, 2014 courtesy of their producer making their lives much easier. 1 of the 4 home crowdsource discussions have millions of user questions about renovations, contractors,
decorating, DIY projects, and gardening.hometalk.com. 2 of 4 neighbors have a private social network to communicate with their neighbors. In the case of new local shops, yard sales, or lost pets. nextdoor.com 3 out of 4 independent home store accounts and fashion boutiques throughout the United States, with the help of the store via virtual chat. houseacct.com.Next Best New
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